Abstract. Real world software systems change continuously to meet new demands. Most programming languages and development environments, however, are more concerned with limiting the effects of change rather than enabling and exploiting change. Various techniques and technologies to exploit change have been developed over the years, but there exists no common support for these approaches. We propose Changeboxes as a general-purpose mechanism for encapsulating change as a firstclass entity in a running software system. Changeboxes support multiple, concurrent and possibly inconsistent views of software artifacts within the same running system. Since Changeboxes are first-class, they can be manipulated to control the scope of change in a running system. Furthermore, Changeboxes capture the semantics of change. Changeboxes can be used, for example, to encapsulate refactorings, or to replay or analyze the history of changes. In this paper we introduce Changeboxes by means of a prototype implementation. We illustrate the benefits that Changeboxes offer for evolving software systems, and we present the results of a preliminary performance evaluation that assesses the costs associated with Changeboxes while suggesting possible strategies for improvement.
Introduction
It is well-established that so-called E-type systems, i.e.,, real-world applications that are embedded in the environment where they are used, must change continuously or else become less useful over time [1] .
Oddly enough, most programming languages and development environments have traditionally invested more effort into providing mechanisms that limit change than into those that enable or exploit change [2, 3] . Some typical symptoms of this phenomenon include:
-A name for a software artifact, such as a class, a type or a module, is generally assumed to have a globally consistent meaning within a single running system. Different versions of the same artifact cannot be simultaneously active within the same system, e.g.,, a single virtual machine (VM). -Whenever an artifact evolves, this must be done in such a way that existing clients are not adversely affected. Although interfaces may be deprecated, it can be hard or impossible to definitely remove them.
-Frameworks provide not only black-box but also white-box components.
Refactoring may preserve the public interface of a subsystem while breaking implicit contracts visible only to subclasses in client code [4] . As a consequence, developers may be reluctant to modify framework components that may break client application code.
The fact that software evolution needs to be effectively managed can be observed by the range of tools and techniques developed over the years. Consider some of the following examples. Versioning systems are used to keep track of changes made to a software system, and configuration management systems manage the different versions that need to be deployed [5] . In Model-Driven Engineering, model transformations are used to ensure that different views of a software system remain synchronized when changes to requirements occur [6] . Refactoring operations can be mined from versioning repositories or stored when they happen, and then replayed to ease migration at multiple client sites [7, 8] .
Adaptations of third-party software can be conveniently expressed as locally visible extensions [9] . OpenModules [10] allow clients to adapt a module by providing advice code for methods and pointcuts declared in the interface. Each of these techniques, however, manages and exploits change from its own perspective and at different levels of abstractions, and little effort is made to benefit from a common infrastructure. In each case we have thoroughly different mechanisms to express and manage change. Furthermore, these approaches generally focus on managing change to static software artifacts, rather than on enabling change to a running system.
Although change is fundamental to software, we are lacking the means to encapsulate and express change in such a way that it can be effectively controlled and exploited. Essentially we need to address the following three points:
-Encapsulating change. In order to fully exploit the history of changes, we need a mechanism to capture change as it occurs. In this way the full history of a system is accessible as it evolves. Furthermore, the semantics rather than simply the syntactic effects of change need to be captured so that we can reason about change and manipulate it in a meaningful way. Depending on the application, a change may be encapsulated as, for example, an edit, a refactoring, or a more general kind of transformation. -Scoping change. Different versions of the same software may be active simultaneously, even within the same virtual machine (VM). Therefore we need means to control the scope of change within a running system. -Deploying change. Running systems evolve, therefore we need means to merge and deploy changes on the fly and without restarting the system.
We propose Changeboxes as a mechanism to address these issues. A Changebox is a first-class entity that encapsulates change while providing an execution scope for controlling the visibility of changes to the running system. A Changebox provides a unifying mechanism for various kinds of change. Multiple Changeboxes can be simultaneously active within the same running system. Since Changeboxes capture the entire history of change, it is possible to exploit these historical views at run-time. Furthermore Changeboxes can be composed by merging. A fine degree of control over the semantics of merging is possibleeven necessary -to allow Changeboxes to be fully exploited.
Structure of this paper:
In the following section we present a running application of Changeboxes that illustrates several key scenarios for encapsulating and exploiting change. In Section 2 we provide a capsule summary of the Changebox model. Section 4 presents a more detailed description of the prototype implementation of the Changebox model. In particular, we explain how change is encapsulated as Changeboxes, how Changeboxes provide a scope for execution, and how different strategies for merging are supported. We evaluate the prototype in Section 5 with the help of a number of benchmarks. In Section 5 we discuss new avenues that are opened by this work. We discuss related work in Section 7, and we conclude in Section 8 with some remarks about ongoing and future work.
Motivating example
In this section we present different scenarios that hamper evolution when using traditional static versioning systems such as CVS or SVN. As an example we have chosen Pier [11] , an industrial strength Content Management System (CMS) built on top of the Seaside web application framework [12] . Web applications offer a good example of a domain in which changes occur frequently, yet the applications need to be up and running virtually all the time.
In Figure 1 we see the evolution of a Pier application along three development branches. The arrows point backwards in time to their respective ancestor versions. Each snapshot of the system is defined by a commit to the versioning system of all the sources of this particular version.
Traditional Versioning System
We see that the code has been split from the release branch and deployed to create a customized version (1) for a customer. A third development branch leads to a defective version (2) where the current development for next version is going on.
To fix a bug (3) in the released branch the developer needs to either update his working copy to this particular version or check out a new working copy at a different location. Either way, he is required to recompile the system and restart the development server, which can take a significant amount of time for large applications. Moreover, if developers want to have different versions of the same application running at the same time, they need a complicated setup, presumably with different back-ends and multiple server entry points.
Merging and deploying the bug fix (4) on the server is difficult. Since a downtime of the application is often not acceptable, the developer has to install the new version separately. Then the server configuration has to be changed so that new user session will open in the new server instance. Old sessions continue to live in the old version or, if possible, are redirected and migrated to the new one.
In the meantime some heavy refactorings (5) -like class-renames affecting many different places in the code -were applied to the development branch. Merging of the bug fix into the other two branches is not trivial anymore. Unfortunately the versioning system does not know what refactorings were performed and is therefore unable to automatically transform the code to be merged (6, 7) . The developer is required to manually perform the refactorings.
Advantages when using Changeboxes
We have also developed the previously described scenario within a Changeboxesaware system. While doing so, the drawbacks described above are overcome. As Changeboxes keep track of different versions of the source code available within the development environment there is no need for manual checkout and recompilation. Moreover, Changeboxes also define the mechanisms to execute any version of this code at any time, so it is just a matter of swapping the scope by selecting the version to be used. Every process of the system runs within its own scope defining a specific view on source code, classes and executable methods.
When deploying an update of the application on a specific server (4, 7), there is no need to set up a backup server. New code can be directly loaded and compiled in the running system without affecting any currently existing user session. Within the scope of the new code, developers can even run unit-and functional-tests on the server itself while the productive part is still using the old code. When the developer is confident about deploying the revised code, it can be activated for new sessions. Existing sessions will run to completion with the old code, since every session references the specific version it has been started with. Unless a developer decides to change this reference manually, existing sessions will stick with the same code even though changes have been applied to the system in the meantime.
Although it may seem highly unusual to develop, deploy and test within the same environment, numerous advantages can be gained if this is done in a disciplined way. Having the possibility to work on the same machine for development, testing and deployment eliminates the need to set up multiple machines with similar but not necessarily identical environments. Problems the customer might experience can be investigated and possibly fixed directly on the server and do not have to be reproduced in a different environment, thus speeding up corrective maintenance tasks.
Refactorings such as class renamings affect many places in the code. The Changeboxes system tracks what refactorings were performed and transforms the code to be merged as well, so that the fix can be added to the 1.1 branch without any difficulty (6) . Thus, backwards compatibility is rendered irrelevant.
Evolution of the Changebox-aware Pier application benefits from the following points:
-Instead of checking out code and manually recompiling the system, all versions are always available in an executable form. Every process can define its own view on the system and therefore multiple versions can be running on the same VM at the same time. -Instead of having to reproduce bugs within a different development environment, they can be quickly fixed and tested on the running server. Users of the application benefit by immediately profiting from fixes without even having to login again. 
Changeboxes in a nutshell
In Figure 2 we show the core of the Changebox metamodel (at the bottom) and several versions of a Changebox-aware application conforming to this metamodel (on top). A software system is composed of various elements, such as classes, methods and packages. Many different versions of a system may exist and may be run at the same time. Each of these versions consists of incremental changes to a previous ancestor version.
A Changebox is an immutable entity that defines a snapshot of a system by:
-encapsulating a set of change specifications, -specifying a set of ancestor Changeboxes to which these changes apply, and -providing a scope for dynamic execution.
A change specification describes how one version of an element may be transformed into another version of that element. The system can only be changed by creating a new Changebox that encapsulates a change specification.
In Figure 2 , Changebox 1 is empty. Changebox 1.a.1 encapsulates a single change specification, thus defining a new version of the system and a new scope for dynamic execution. Changebox 2 has two change specifications which are applied to elements found in ancestors 1.a.1 and 1.b.2. Changebox 2 performs a merge. As merges can introduce possible conflicts, a strategy is used to implement the different ways of solving the conflicts.
In Figure 2 we also introduce the core of a Changebox-system (a more detailed diagram can be found in Figure 3 ). An element represents a structural entity in the programming language (e.g.,, package, class, method). A Changebox has several ancestors and encapsulates a set of ChangeSpecifications. The possible conflicts that appear due to merging are resolved with a MergeStrategy.
At first glance, a Changebox-system may appear to be yet another versioning system. However the key difference is that a Changebox-system maintains versions of a running system, not just static software artifacts. Furthermore, any and all versions may be executable at the same time in the same VM, by providing for each Changebox a scope for dynamic execution.
Each process is executed within the scope of a Changebox which defines a consistent, flat view of the system. This view is determined by the changes of the selected Changebox and all its ancestors. Rather than compiling the whole system for a specific version to be executed, the actual version of a method or a class is looked up at runtime. This allows for compiled methods to be shared between different versions of a system. Furthermore, since methods are compiled incrementally, execution of a new version starts instantaneously.
Implementing Changeboxes in Smalltalk
The Changebox prototype is implemented in Squeak
1 , an open source Smalltalk dialect.
We decided to use the reflective features of Smalltalk to implement Changeboxes rather than attempting to modify the underlying VM. Although an implementation at the level of the VM would certainly have performance advantages, we felt that the development effort would be too great for a first prototype. This strategy enabled us to quickly obtain a proof-of-concept prototype of Changeboxes with adequate performance to carry out real experiments. At the same time we were able to gain insights into the implications of various implementation approaches.
To implement Changeboxes in Smalltalk, the following problems must be solved:
-The Changebox metamodel needs to be implemented and the Smalltalk reflective kernel needs to be extended to capture structural changes to software entities as they occur (Section 4.1). -The Smalltalk runtime environment needs to be extended with execution scopes so that different versions of the same program may execute concurrently (Section 4.2). -A flexible approach is needed to merging Changeboxes that can easily be adapted to the needs of different applications (Section 4.3).
We summarize our approach in the rest of this section. Full details are to be found in Zumkehr's Masters thesis [13] . Figure 3 illustrates the key classes of the Changebox implementation. In addition to the three key classes ChangeBox, ChangeSpecification and Element we see:
Modeling and capturing changes
-the concrete element and change specification subclasses, -the system classes Class and CompiledMethod representing specific versions of classes and methods used by the VM, -the class MergeStrategy to define the merge semantics, -the class WorkSession which tracks a sequence of changes of a user, and -the class Scope, the common superclass of ChangeBox and WorkSession. Elements represent the historical perspective of static entities of the programming language, such as classes, methods, and fields. Only within a specific scope can a version of an actual software entity be produced from an element (e.g.,, CompiledMethod).
Since Smalltalk is a reflective system implemented in itself, instances of the system classes Class and CompiledMethod are the meta-objects used by the VM as it executes. They provide the necessary information for the VM to instantiate new objects (the class format) and execute methods (bytecode). Fields, however, are not reified in the Smalltalk runtime, so only classes and methods are considered to be primitive elements. (ClassElement and MethodElement inherit from PrimitiveElement, but FieldElement does not.) As a consequence, renaming a field will entail a change to the class that defines it.
The actual changes between two points in the evolution of a system are defined by change specifications which are encapsulated in Changeboxes. A change specification implements the process to change the form of an element (e.g.,, (re-)definition, rename, or removal) within a certain system snapshot. For example, a definition specification holds the new properties of the changed element (as the source code of a method, or the superclass of a class), and a rename specification specifies the new name.
The changed element is stored in the Changebox which encapsulates the change (i.e.,, in the form of a Class or a CompiledMethod). In this way the right version of an element can be efficiently retrieved when it is looked up in a specific execution scope. Lookup is discussed in detail in Section 4.2 and merging is discussed in Section 4.3.
In the remaining part of this section we discuss how changes are captured, how work sessions keep track of a sequence of changes and how specifications are generated from changes.
Capturing changes. In a conventional Smalltalk system, there exists exactly one version of each method and class at a time. Changes, i.e.,, the recompilation of methods and classes, are performed through the reflective kernel; the previous version of a compiled method or class is replaced with the new one and is eventually garbage collected.
In the Changebox model, the system can always be viewed exactly as it existed at an arbitrary moment in the past. Therefore, a Changebox system needs to keep track of all changes. Our implementation modifies the appropriate structural reflection entry points of the kernel to capture changes and to install the appropriate mechanisms to make execution aware of scopes (see Section 4.2).
A work session manages a sequence of changes being produced by a developer with a Changebox-aware development tool. While a developer is modifying the system within a particular work session, the work session keeps track of the most recent Changebox in effect. A work session, like a Changebox, can be used to define an execution scope. The difference is that the Changebox defines a fixed execution scope, while a work session takes the most recently produced Changebox to define its scope.
A work session is often used as a common execution scope of a set of IDE tools. A change produced in one of the tools is then automatically reflected in the other tools running within the same scope. Until now, the main tools that have been made aware of Changebox are the code browser and its various helpers (to browse senders, implementors, variables and so on), the debugger and the test runner. Additionally, the version control system was adapted to be able to load code from and into specific work sessions. A work session browser manages the various work sessions present in the system.
As each new change is captured, a change specification is generated. Each change specification encapsulates the process rather than the result of the change. Change specifications are generated by comparing the resulting Class or CompiledMethod instances of a change to their previous version.
The advantage of encapsulating the change process is that the semantics of a change can be preserved at a more finely grained level. For example, renaming a field in Smalltalk results in a change of its class and yields a new Class instance. A change specification to rename a field element, however, captures the intent of renaming the field (rather than redefining a whole class) by only encapsulating the field element and its new name.
This bottom-up approach captures all structural changes at a fine grain of detail independent of their high level intent.
Capturing higher-level changes. The approach to capturing changes described above captures each single change separately. In the case of changes performed by a refactoring tool, however, a single high-level change may entail a large number of individual finer-grained changes. A simple example is renaming a method. This change results in the removal of the method and its re-compilation under a new name.
As Changeboxes are to capture the semantics of changes as precisely as possible, we complement the bottom-up approach with a top-down mechanism to capture changes. The top-down mechanism hooks into the IDE tools and captures a change at the higher level where the change semantics are expressed. Tools can directly instantiate change specifications and pass them to the current work session.
For example in the case of a method rename, a RenameSpecification operating on a MethodElement can be created, specifying the new method name. As a result, only one Changebox is created to encapsulate this specification. Apart from the advantage that there is only one Changebox generated, this strategy also allows for capturing refactorings which may have different effects depending on the system snapshot they are applied in. This is possible because the purpose rather than the effect is captured at a more abstract level. A method rename specification, for example, can then be applied to different snapshots to appropriately update the senders of the renamed method (e.g.,, library refactorings applied to different client applications).
Scoping execution
Processes are always executed within the scope of a Changebox. The Changebox in effect is determined by dynamic variable scoping, that is, it is accessed by searching down from the top of the execution stack for the most recent definition. The active Changebox can be set at run-time for a block closure which then executes its code in this new scope.
During execution, each message send and each access to a class reference results in a lookup of the most recent version of the element (as described below).
While the versions of methods and of class references depend on the active Changebox, the version of an object's class is never changed. The consequence is that an object instantiated in the execution scope of one Changebox cannot be moved to the scope of another Changebox in which the shape of its class is different, i.e.,, where fields were added or removed.
An early version of our prototype made use of Smalltalk's exception mechanism to search down the stack for the active Changebox. To improve performance we then enhanced the implementation to cache the active Changebox within the executing process. We added an instance variable to the system class Process to store the active execution scope. This variable is changed when starting to execute a block for which a new Changebox is defined. On leaving the execution of the block the previous value is restored. This approach avoids expensive stack lookups while perserving the semantics.
We now provide the details of how the standard method lookup and access to class references are modified to reflect the runtime scope.
Method lookup. Since multiple versions of a given method may be simultaneously active in a Changebox-aware system, in our prototype implementation we modify the method lookup to find the right version in the currently active Changebox.
In Smalltalk, several techniques for message passing control exist [14] . Our implementation is based on method substitution [15] , thus making use of the following reflective capability of the VM. The method dictionary of a class associates selector names to compiled methods. If a selector maps to an object which is not an instance of the class CompiledMethod, then the VM sends another special message to this object (i.e.,, #run:with:in:). We use this mechanism to dispatch the message send to the actual version of a method which depends on the active execution scope.
The dispatching process is illustrated by Figure 4 . As an example, let's consider the classes A and B and a set of Changeboxes which define and remove several methods. The message #m sent to an instance of class B now triggers the following sequence of events.
1. The VM performs a normal method lookup and finds the associated object of selector #m in the method dictionary of B. The object is a method element for B»m. 2. Since the associated object is not of type CompiledMethod, the VM sends the message #run:with:in: to this object (the method selector #m, an empty collection for the arguments, and the original receiver instance b are passed as arguments). 3. The method element gets the active scope from the currently executing process. Within this execution scope a lookup of the Changebox which last changed the element is started. 4. The matching Changebox is the one that has a definition change specification for the method element B»m.
5. This Changebox then returns the actual compiled method, which is eventually executed on the instance of B. If in step 4 no Changebox was found or if the method was not found, the lookup would continue in the superclass. The message #n sent to an instance of B is an example of this case. Since method #n was deleted from B in the second last Changebox, the method #lookupVersionOf: returns nil, which forces a second lookup in the superclass A. This lookup of the method element A»n then succeeds.
If the superclass is nil a DoesNotUnderstand exception is raised, simulating the normal behavior of the VM. This case is exemplified by sending the message #o to an instance of B. Since the element B»o was removed and there is no definition in any superclass, the message #doesNotUnderstand: is sent to the instance of B.
Sending the message #p results in an exception as well because the method for #p is defined in a different branch and cannot be found in the current execution scope.
To improve performance, in each Changebox all previous lookup results are cached. On each subsequent request for the same element in the same execution scope, the value from the cache can be returned directly. This leads to a dis-patching overhead which does not depend on the number of Changeboxes (i.e.,, number of versions in the system). As with a compilation phase, the caches for a specific execution scope can be filled up front. Benchmarks are discussed in Section 5.
Class reference resolution. In Smalltalk, class references in the source code are resolved at compile time and are stored directly in the CompiledMethod instance. Whenever a class is rebuilt, all references to this class are updated by the VM using object identity swapping. Additionally, all classes are stored in the global SystemDictionary instance.
The global identity swapping mechanism conflicts with the requirement of having different versions of the same class simultaneously and selecting one depending on the active execution scope. Hence, class references should not be resolved at compile time, but rather at runtime.
Our implementation solves this problem by modifying the compiler. The bytecode output for class references is changed to perform a lookup instead of pushing the class reference from the literal frame of the method onto the stack. With this level of indirection the reference to the appropriate instance of the class can be obtained by sending a message to the global SystemDictionary instance which then returns the appropriate version of the class.
Furthermore, the system dictionary is modified to store elements instead of classes in case they are under control of Changeboxes. Those elements then determine the actual version of the class using the same lookup mechanism as for the method lookup discussed above.
Merging
A key element of Changeboxes is that different strategies for merging system snapshots can be provided, depending on the application domain.
Several Changeboxes can be joined together, combining all the changes they contain. This may lead to various conflicts about which version of an element to use in the merged snapshot. A conflict occurs when each of two merged branches contains a Changebox with a different change specification but for the same element. Additionally, removal specifications for certain elements can conflict with specifications for dependent elements. For example, the removal of a class conflicts with the definition of a new method for that class.
There is no universal strategy for conflict resolution that would be appropriate for all possible applications of Changeboxes. Various approaches for conflict resolution in merge processes have been proposed for different application domains. For example:
-A wide variety of popular software revision control systems such as RCS [16] , CVS [17] or Subversion [18] work with line-based three-way merging. These tools do not consider any semantical information [19] , neither of the versions to be merged nor of the changes that led to these versions. Furthermore, they are entirely text-based and therefore do not take any objects into account.
-A different approach is operation-based merging, which is designed for object systems and works on the information about the changes performed on the objects to be merged [20] [21] [22] . Operation-based merging works on arbitrary object types and allows one to detect semantical conflicts unrecognized by textual algorithms [19] . -Finally, depending on the application, very specific conflict resolution strategies can be demanded as well. Maybe the specifications from one branch should always overwrite the ones from the other, or the change that was performed later in time should be chosen.
Since the merge strategy to be used will depend on the application domain, we have kept the implementation of Changeboxes open to any possible algorithm. Different algorithms can be implemented by subclassing MergeStrategy (see Figure 3) . Changeboxes that merge two or more ancestors delegate the conflict resolution to their instance of merge strategy. A merge strategy also orders the selected specifications following the concept of operation-based merging taking the dependencies between specifications into account. For example, class definitions are applied before the definitions of their methods.
As a proof of concept we implemented three different merge strategies. Two simple ones which run without user interaction; one based on the specification order of the system snapshots to merge, the other based on the point in time a change was performed. A third, more sophisticated strategy asks the user for interaction by presenting a list of conflicting changes to be resolved manually.
Performance evaluation
Although the Changebox model offers attractive possibilities for managing software evolution, the runtime cost must be acceptable or it will never be used in practice. The proof-of-concept prototype presented in the previous section adopted a very straightforward implementation strategy based on the existing Smalltalk runtime architecture. The only optimization adopted is to cache lookup results, thus dramatically improving the cost of repeated lookups.
The goal of this section is to investigate further the actual cost of our simple implementation strategy, and thus to identify areas where performance improvements would be needed for a practical implementation of Changeboxes.
We report on two kinds of benchmarks. First we evaluate the runtime overhead of two different kinds of real application by comparing runtime in plain Smalltalk versus Changebox-aware Smalltalk. Second, we carry out micro benchmarks to identify more precisely the overhead of method lookups and class reference resolution with two different implementation strategies.
Benchmarking Real Applications
We benchmarked 2 two applications, Hessian and Pier. In each case we loaded all available versions of these applications into a Changebox-aware Smalltalk image, thus generating a large sequence of Changeboxes representing the development trail of the applications. We then compared the performance of these applications in the Changebox-aware Smalltalk against that in a regular image.
Hessian. Hessian is a binary web service protocol application with 28 classes and 468 methods. Hessian comes with 107 test cases, which we used to compare performance with and without Changeboxes. In a plain Smalltalk image, these tests run in 3.85 seconds.
The source code repository contained 13 versions for this project, which generated a total of 570 Changeboxes. In order to evaluate the cost of lookup through different numbers of Changeboxes, we also evaluated the performance of several different versions of Hessian with additional, dummy Changeboxes introduced in between the Changeboxes representing the real changes to the application. The results of the experiment are shown in Table 1 . The first row shows the values for the original 570 Changeboxes. The first time the tests are run they take 4.33 seconds, representing an overhead of 12% (i.e.,, a ratio of 1.12 compared to the time they take in an unaltered image). The second time the tests are run, the message and class lookup results have been cached, so the overhead drops to just 3% (i.e.,, a ratio of 1.03).
In the subsequent rows 50, 100 and 150 dummy Changeboxes have been inserted in between each connected pair, respectively. When we add large numbers of dummy Changeboxes, the ancestry becomes larger, and the lookup has to go deeper and thus takes a longer time to complete. The time increases linearly with the number of Changeboxes in the ancestry and becomes up to 45 times slower (i.e.,, 173.12 s) with over 86000 Changeboxes in place. For the second and subsequent runs, however, the overhead is negligible, between 3% and 6%.
Pier. The second case study is Pier, the content management system we use as motivating example in Section 2. We loaded 115 versions of Pier into a Changebox-aware Smalltalk image, the most recent of which consisted of 194 classes and 1883 methods. In total, 6283 Changeboxes were created from these versions. As test bed we used 1057 tests, which run in a total of 1.01 seconds in a plain Smalltalk image (average time over 100 runs).
As with the Hessian case study, we inserted dummy Changeboxes to stress test the lookup. The values in Table 2 show similar results as for the Hessian implementation: a linear growth of the running time for the first execution and a constant time once the caches are filled. The overhead for running the Pier tests with a cache is much bigger with a ratio of about 4.9 compared to a system running without Changeboxes. As a second performance evaluation we examined how many requests a Pier application server can handle with and without Changeboxes. The benchmark was performed with the tool ApacheBench to request 1000 times in sequence the same page. In a first run we requested a small page, in a second run a large page (see Table 3 ). Table 3 . Pier: requests/second with and without Changeboxes, average over 1000 requests.
Compared to the unit tests benchmarks ( Table 2 ) the slowdown for this benchmark considerably smaller (i.e.,, 2.53 compared to 4.83). The reason is that only part of the execution time is effected by Changeboxes, as the web server and web application framework Pier is based on are not under control by Changeboxes.
Comparing Hessian and Pier. The difference in overhead between the two applications is quite striking, but can be easily explained. Only methods and classes belonging to the loaded application are encapsulated in Changeboxes. Those belonging to the Smalltalk base system itself are unaffected, and experience no overhead. The Hessian protocol implementation makes heavy use of standard Smalltalk classes (e.g.,, Array). As a consequence relatively few messages are sent during the test run to objects affected by Changebox-based lookup.
Pier, on the other hand, is a much larger framework, and the test runs cause a much larger proportion of messages to be sent to objects coming from Pier itself.
As a result, a far greater proportion of message sends must be resolved with the Changebox-based lookup, and the overhead is consequently much higher.
Micro Benchmarks
In a conventional Smalltalk image, message sends are directly performed by the VM, and class references are resolved at compile time, resulting in no run time costs (apart from pushing the class on the stack). In our prototype, both lookups are performed at runtime, without special support from the VM. We performed several micro benchmarks to assess the cost of message sending and class lookups in a Changebox-aware image using two different implementation strategies.
The benchmarks are shown in Table 4 . We compared the times for message sending and class lookup (i) in the global scope (i.e.,, without Changeboxes), (ii) using the exception handling mechanism for the execution scope lookup (i.e.,, dynamic variables), and (iii) with the scope cached in an instance variable of the current Smalltalk Process object. Table 4 . Benchmarks for message sending and class lookup, average over three runs.
The micro benchmarks are all done with only one Changebox and with a filled cache (i.e.,, corresponding to the second execution) since we wanted to measure the pure overhead of the basic mechanisms used for the message send and class access. As all benchmarks are run in a Changebox-aware Smalltalk, class reference resolution is always performed at run-time. This causes the high class lookup time measured in the global scope.
The major difference between the execution times is not surprising since it merely reflects the difference between executing compiled basic operations and interpreting them. More interesting is the difference between the two implementation strategies. There is a factor of two difference between using dynamic variables and the Process instance variable.
We have further investigated this difference by also varying the stack depth. Table 5 shows the access times for the scope value based on different method context stack depths. This is important because dynamic variables have to search the stack upwards for the definition of their value.
The difference of the two approaches is even more significant when measured separately. Even without intermediate method calls, the access of the Process instance variable is 29 times faster than the access of the dynamic variable. With growing method context stacks, dynamic variables get increasingly slower, while the access to the Process instance variable remains at a stable value. The results of these experiments led us to the decision to use the Process instance variable for the prototype implementation of Changeboxes. Table 5 . Benchmarks for scope access (10 6 times each), average over three runs.
Scope access
As shown in Table 4 , 10 6 message sends take 6510 ms to run with the Process instance variable. How expensive are the different parts of the modified method lookup as described in Section 4.2? We split up the lookup into the following three measurable steps:
1. Dispatch the message send on the object in the method dictionary. 2. Determine the scope with Process instance variable strategy. 3. Lookup the version of the method in the scope and execute it.
The first step only takes a fraction of the total time with 146 ms (2.2%). The scope lookup in the second step takes 258 ms (4.0%) as shown in Table 5 . The last step uses the most time with 6106 ms (93.8%).
The first step is fast because it uses a reflective capability of the VM. The second step only accesses instance variables and is not very time consuming as well. The third step, in contrast, is much slower because it consists of many message sends including a dictionary lookup implemented in Smalltalk. We discuss possible ways to further improve performance in Section 5.
Discussion
First, we consider possible directions for applying Changeboxes, and then we discuss some of the problems and challenges for developing Changeboxes into a truly effective tool for managing software evolution.
We have already seen how Changeboxes can be used to manage multiple development branches of an application within a single running application. A Changebox can therefore package bug fixes and refactorings as well as new features. Furthermore, Changeboxes can be dynamically deployed, thus avoiding the need to shut down and restart the application. In some cases, non-invasive changes can be applied to running sessions, thus affecting the behaviour of existing objects, not just newly created ones. As such, Changeboxes are intended to serve as a general-purpose mechanism for controlling the scope of software evolution.
Another application for Changeboxes would be to package extension to thirdparty software. Class extensions, for example, add or override methods to existing classes. A potentially serious problem with class extensions is that the newly defined behaviour may break existing clients. A Changebox tackles this by providing a well-defined execution scope within which these extensions are visible. (See also the discussion of Classboxes in Section 7.)
A Changebox does not simply specify a set of software elements, but rather how some existing software elements from an existing system snapshot are changed to yield a new snapshot. How exactly these changes are specified and how sets of changes are merged to resolve eventual conflicts will depend on the application domain. One particularly interesting track is to consider change specifications as general transformations which may be applied to a variety of software elements. By capturing high-level changes directly in the tools that produce them, we are able to to encapsulate general, reusable transformations rather than low-level edits. With appropriate tool support, such change specifications could be composed, merged and replayed to yield new system snapshots. This can be used for example to ease framework refactoring: all refactoring transformations would be stored as high-level change specifications. Clients that want to migrate to a new version can use these change specifications to transform their own code.
In the current implementation, the Changebox which provides the execution scope for method lookup is set explicitly. This may be done deliberately by a developer, as outlined in the scenario of Section 2. Alternatively, the current Changebox could be set implicitly depending on properties of the current runtime context. Such a mechanism would enable applications to adapt their behaviour at runtime. This would be useful in particular for implementing context-aware, mobile applications, but it would also be interesting for other domains. Consider, for example, collaborative work applications where the same objects may exhibit different behaviour or features depending on who is interacting with them. For each user there would be a Changebox providing those features that should be in effect when that person is using the system [23] .
The current implementation is performant enough to serve as a proof-ofconcept prototype, and to offer a platform for realistic experiments. A real implementation, however, would need to address several problems:
-To improve performance to meet the requirements for real usage and for a system in which also library classes are under control by Changeboxes would require a scope-aware execution at the VM level. -The current implementation keeps all Changeboxes in memory, even though they may not all be used. Having a policy to transparently swap-out unused Changeboxes and flush lookup caches would heavily reduce the memory footprint. -Currently, the class of an object remains that from which it was instantiated in its execution scope. Changeboxes do not offer any mechanism for migrating to new internal representations or new classes. Such support would be necessary to fully enable dynamic adaptation of running objects as they are accessed from the execution scope of different Changeboxes.
One problem which we face with the Smalltalk implementation is that the notion of execution scope is not explicit, so it must be simulated by modifying the method lookup. An implementation based on an explicit and efficient scoping mechanism would lead to a more natural implementation strategy. The performance analysis (Section 5) has shown that most time is spent in image level Smalltalk code. We plan to experiment with moving the lookup logic into the VM. This alone should provide a substantial improvement in performance. Other ideas to explore are more elaborate caching schemes, for example one cache per send side that takes the current execution scope into account, similar to a Polymorphic Inline Cache (PIC) [24] .
Current versioning systems support collaboration by allowing a programmer to checkout a snapshot from the server, perform changes locally and then commit them. In agile environments, programmers are suggested to perform frequent commits to stay as much in contact with the overall development as possible. In a Changebox-aware system, we can envision a server which is the development platform for all developers, and eventually even the deployment platform. In such a system, programmers transparently and concurrently perform changes. They can effectively see who is changing the system when and where, and can choose to integrate at any point.
The above example would pose a challenge to the way we should navigate and even think about Changebox-based systems. We currently have difficulty managing large information spaces -the space to navigate becomes much larger if we have access to every possible version of software elements. Changeboxes should make it easier rather than more difficulty to navigate this space, but we are currently lacking good metaphors for representing and navigating the version space.
Having the entire history of changes provides us with new kinds of data for understanding how systems evolve. For example, currently, a large body of work is invested into recovering the meaning of the past changes (e.g.,, refactorings). However, given that the meaning of a change is encapsulated in Changeboxes we can concentrate more effort on understanding why the changes have happened. We can encapsulate in Changeboxes the actions of a programmer to create the changes (e.g.,, clicks, menu activations, keys pressed). Such information can reveal which tools are used for development tasks and how they are used.
Related work
Changeboxes superficially resemble Classboxes [25, 9, 26] , a module system that provides scoped access to class extensions. Within the scope of a Classbox, new classes may be defined, or classes may be imported from other Classboxes and extended with new or overridden methods. Extensions are only visible from within a Classbox, or another Classbox that imports classes from it. As a consequence, within a single running system, different versions of the same class may be active. Classboxes only support addition and overriding of methods; they do not support removal and thus cannot model changes. Classboxes also do not support high-level change specifications -only new method definitions. They also do not support any general merging operations -method extension simply override existing methods of the same name.
Virtual classes [27, 28] allow class names to be looked up dynamically. Virtuality of classes, however, is associated with a hierarchy of encapsulating entities, rather than with a particular version of the system as it evolves.
Piccola [29] is a language for specifying applications as compositions of software components. The key mechanism in Piccola is the notion of a first-class namespace (or form) which is used to encapsulate the services of a component [30] . Forms also serve as the execution context for scripts. In particular, within a single running application, different execution contexts can be simultaneously active. Like Changeboxes, forms are immutable. Piccola does not provide any special support for encapsulating or merging changes.
PIE [31] [32] [33] [34] was an experiment to extend the Smalltalk object model with the notion of views coming from frame-based languages. PIE is implemented in itself, and therefore, the code does not consist of regular Smalltalk classes, but of PIE nodes. PIE provides code with multiple views, i.e.,, representing design decisions from the perpectives of different developers. PIE does not support the possibility of multiple views to be simultaneously active. Before execution, code is flattended to regular Smalltalk classes.
ContextL [35] is a language to support Context-Oriented Programming (COP). The language provides a notion of layers, which package context-dependent behavioural variations. In practice, the variations consist of method definitions, mixins and before and after specifications. Layers are dynamically enabled or disabled based on the current execution context. ContextL does not support a more general notion of change specification.
Us [36] is a system based on Self that supports subjective programming. Message lookup depends not only on the receiver of a message, but also on a second object, called the perspective. The perspective allows for layer activation similar to ContexL and does not provide a first-class representation of change.
Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [37] provides a general model for modularising cross cutting concerns. Join points define points in the execution of a program that trigger the execution of additional cross-cutting code called advice. Join points can be defined on the runtime model (i.e.,, dependent on control flow). Although AOP is used to effect changes to software systems, the focus is on cross-cutting concerns, rather than on software changes in general. The availability of control flow based pointcuts enables different executions to execute different code, but it is normally not used to express versioning.
Gemstone [38] provides the concept of class versions. Classes are automatically versioned, but existing instances keep the class (shape and behavior) of the original definition. Instances can be migrated at any time. Gemstone provides (database) transaction semantics, thus state can be rolled back should the migration fail.
In Java, new class definitions can be loaded using a class loader [39] . Class loaders define namespaces, a class type is defined by the name of the class and it's class loader. Thus the type system will prohibit references between namespaces defined by two different loaders. Class loaders can be used to load new versions of code and allow for these versions to coexist at runtime, but they do not provide a first-class model of change.
Dynamic software updating has seen a lot of research over the last years [40] [41] [42] [43] . The focus here is updating a system at runtime, both code and data. All of these systems are not concerned with providing a first-class model of change.
In Erlang [44, 45] two different versions of the same software artifact can be active at the same time. When code is loaded in the running system, it retains both the old and new version. Calling conventions define which code is called. This allows for a module to continue to execute old code until it is restarted. There are at most two versions active at any time. If a third version is loaded, all processes executing the oldest code are killed. Erlang focuses on on providing a robust model for dynamic code loading. It does not try to model change.
CLOS [46] provides a protocol for changing class definitions at runtime: whenever a class definition is changed, all existing instances are prepared to be updated to the new version when they are accessed subsequently. The process of updating can be customized by the programmer. In both systems, the focus is not on encapsulating change, nor on providing multiple execution contexts within the same running application.
DOORS and its Smalltalk prototype [47] enable dynamic object evolution. Depending on a condition, objects can be altered or extended at runtime. The usefulness of this feature is shown for modeling domain objects, it does not provide a general model of change.
Concluding remarks
Changeboxes offer a simple and uniform mechanism for encapsulating change specifications. They provide a consistent execution scope for running applications, which means that different versions of the same software elements can be simultaneously active within one software system. Changeboxes are immutable, so they can be safely combined and merged to form new Changeboxes without affecting existing ones.
Changeboxes have many potential applications for managing software evolution. Our prototype implementation illustrates how bug fixes, new features and refactorings can be safely integrated into a running system without impacting active sessions. Although the prototype is intended only as a proof-of-concept for demonstration purposes, its performance is more than adequate to illustrate the potential benefits of the approach.
Future directions include:
-developing a cleaner and more efficient implementation approach based on first-class execution scopes, -providing support for expressing higher-level, composable change specifications, -developing a broader spectrum of merging operations for changes, -support for migrating the representation of running objects, -mechanisms to support context-aware applications by automatically enabling Changeboxes based on properties of the current context, -experimentation with new metaphors for developers to navigate the space of changes.
